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35 Years - Actually We're Just
Getting Started

Hello folks,

Celebrating 35 years in Business is one thing but

I'll be brief on this occasion as I know that if

where do you go from there? Recently in these

you are half as busy as we are here at
Optimec then you'll feel you really don't
have time to read long e-mails!

newsletters I've highlighted some of the
significant events that have occurred in Soft
Lens metrology over the years. Unsurprisingly,

Investment is the first theme I want to touch

Optimec has had a large part to play in many of

on and I'm pleased to be able to announce

those events and you'll no doubt be pleased to

here some major new investment in

hear that isn't about to change anytime soon.

manufacturing space and the very latest

During the last couple of weeks the

CNC machining technology. The team here

manufacturing team have been adapting their

at Optimec are all very excited about this
and we they all hope you will be too.
Quality is my second theme and I'm really

process to allow for the start of works that will
see a 60% increase in the size of the production

pleased and proud to be announcing a

facility at our factory. That's quite a sizeable

"doubling" of the standard guarantee on all

increase by any measure but it's been brought

new Optimec products.

about purely by an increase in demand for our
instruments.

In fact, all things considered we have quite

Not only are we manufacturing more

a lot to talk about. If you would like to sit

instruments but we're manufacturing a greater

down and have a chat with us I can think of

range. With the incorporation of new

no better time and place than the upcoming

measurement principles, greater accuracy in

EFCLIN Congress & Exhibition in Berlin. I

saline temperature control and an ever

hope to see you there.

increasing requirement for control of microbial
contaminants, the Optimec product range has

In the meantime if you'd like any information
about any Optimec products,

never been larger.

including JCF, TSC3, SAG and JCM. please
don't hesitate to get in touch. Just give us a

However, manufacturing space is only part of

call on +44 (0)1684 892859. Alternatively

the story....

you can e-mail us on info@optimec.com

Colin Richards
Operations Director

Optimec's reputation is one based not just on
unique measurement principles but also well
engineered and durable products that can stand
the test of time. So we're taking those attributes
and enhancing them further still by investing in
major new manufacturing infrastructure.
We are about to start commissioning an
installation of the very latest CNC machining
centres that will allow us to manufacture key
components to previously unattainable levels of
accuracy and reproducibility.
The impact of this "indexing" of quality will allow
us to offer an industry leading guarantee. Our

new product range will be guaranteed for 2
years from date of manufacture as will all
repairs carried out by us using genuine Optimec
parts. This should give you some idea of the
level of confidence we have in our products.
If you like to know more about any aspect of the
Optimec product range, or how you might
benefit from the enhanced guarantees just give
us a call on +44 (0)1684 892859 and we’ll tell
you. Alternatively you can e-mail us on
info@optimec.com

Don't Forget To Look Us Up In
Berlin

The Optimec team and our full range of products
will be at the 41st EFCLIN Congress & Exhibition
from the 8th-10th May in Berlin, Germany.
Whatever your role in the industry it really is the
place to be.
You can get further details by visiting
www.efclin.com and clicking on the congress
links. If you wish to register as a delegate
straight away you can do so by going here. You
can also download an advance copy of the

Congress Programme by clicking here.
If you like to make a specific appointment with
the Optimec team or see a specific product at
the show then give us a call on +44 (0)1684
892859 or e-mail us on info@optimec.com
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